Managing projects has become increasingly complex, whether it is the number of projects, the diversity of project needs, or the availability of project management tools. Employees are struggling to collaborate and manage projects remotely, leading businesses to adopt a variety of technology solutions that may not work well together.

Modern teams need centralized communication and project management

Easily manage multiple projects with Microsoft Teams

- Provide your employees with the insights and capability to easily manage and contribute to successful projects through intuitive dashboards.
- Greater project and portfolio insights:
  - Gain project visibility across the portfolio in a few clicks
  - Quickly view project health, risks, and issues
  - Unlock comprehensive understanding of portfolio health

Centralize project and work management

TeamsPM and Project for the Web

- Streamline project set-up:
  - Quickly provision projects with standardized tabs
  - Update projects with a centralized editing dashboard
  - Automate creation of Teams groups based on pre-defined project types

Microsoft Project and P&PM

- Provide可视化和 Work-Management for the Web
  - Manage scheduling in one place
  - Centralize learning and knowledge teams
  - Easily surface complete project metadata

Empower employees and citizen PMs with Microsoft Teams

- Greater project and portfolio insights:
  - Link project, activity across the portfolio in a timeline
  - Quickly view project health, risks, and issues
  - Unlock comprehensive understanding of portfolio health

Unify project and portfolio management in Microsoft Teams

- Create a seamless experience across desktop, tablet, web, and mobile
- Streamline dependency management with a scheduling engine
- Convert chat and collaboration into project information with enhanced context menus
- Flag issues with automated issue-tracking

Transform project and work management

- Transform project and work management into a competitive advantage with a cloud-based modern collaboration solution that engages every employee in your organization.
- Enable everyone with improved project management capabilities by making them universally available. This provides your organization with the valuable knowledge and insight from project and work management to make informed decisions that advance your business.

Centralized cloud-based collaboration

- Make project management functionality available organization-wide.
- Make better project decisions by accessing project data in real-time.

Take insights to your project advantage

- Leverage tools and insights to understand project status
- Enable citizen PMs across projects
- Enable seamless data flows across Teams, Project Online, and Project for the Web.

Simplify project management

- Manage entire projects within Teams using consistent processes.
- Get a seamless experience across desktop, tablet, web, and mobile.
- Streamline dependency management with a scheduling engine.
- Track work in real time:
  - Convert chat and collaboration into project information with enhanced context menus.
  - Flag issues with automated issue-tracking.
- Transform project and work management
  - Transform project and work management into a competitive advantage with a cloud-based modern collaboration solution that engages every employee in your organization.
  - Enable everyone with improved project management capabilities by making them universally available. This provides your organization with the valuable knowledge and insight from project and work management to make informed decisions that advance your business.